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Abstract
As biologists observed a decrease of deer events since 2013, possibly as a result
of mountain lion migrations, it is an interesting topic to look at how vegetation
changed in response to absence of deer. We applied two methods to the camera-trap
photos taken by Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve (JRBP): illumination-aware
compositing plus green chromatic coordinate, and edge detection to quantify the
amount of vegetation. Results show that vegetation growth, measured in greenness
and number of edge pixels, is correlated with weather (precipitation mostly), but
not strongly with deer event counts.
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Introduction

Biologists in Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve (JRBP) have recorded deer and mountain lion activities
through photos taken by 18 motion-triggered cameras. In these photos, they were able to plot the
relative abundance2 of the two animals across the last few years (fig. 1, fig. 2). Mountain lions
migrated into Jasper Ridge some time in early 2013 and started to feed on deer herds present.
Unsurprisingly, the event count for mountain lion started to increase and that for deer started to
decrease. Since then, deer event count has been in constant decrease and has never been able to return
to its pre-2013 level, while the mountain lion event count began fluctuating after it reached a plateau
around mid-2014.
Beyond the overall recordings plotted in fig. 1, we can also tell how the two species in JRBP interacted
with each other in each of the 18 camera installed across JRBP (in fig. 2). In camera-specific plots, it
is clearer to see how the two events occurred in the order of time: usually mountain lion event count
starts to increase first and is closely followed by the drop of deer events.
Deer has long been known to have an impact on ground vegetation. Thus it is now an interesting
question to study how the local vegetation responds to the drop in deer activity. Specifically, we
proposed in this report two methods to quantify vegetation in camera photos, then we check the
relationship between vegetation and deer activity plus weather. By the finish of this project, we hope
to answer:
• Did the reduction in the number of deer events result in more vegetation? Or are they
independent of each other?
The rest of report is structured as follows. In Section 2, we briefly introduce the data sets we used in
the project, with examples. In Section 3, we present our methods, which quantify vegetation, and
their associated algorithms. In Section 4, we discuss first the performance of two methods, then
∗
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present the results of project. We conclude by a summary of discoveries, limitations embedded in
each step of the analysis, and future research directions.

Figure 1: Overall events and mountain lion events recorded in Jasper Ridge Biological Preserve since 2011.
Mountain lion activity increased first in the start of 2013, and after a few weeks, deer event count starts to
decrease; deer event count has been decreasing in general since that time, and has never recovered.

Figure 2: Deer event and mountain lion event counts of 18 cameras. The two curves exhibit different trends in
different cameras, but in 15 out of the 18 cameras, a decline of deer event count after an introduction of
mountain lion is witnessed.
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Dataset and Features

Jasper Ridge data set includes three sub-data sets that can be integrated: (1) camera-trap photos; (2)
meta-data for each photo; (3) independent weather records. In total there are 18 motion-triggered
cameras collecting photos primarily of animals. These cameras are A2, B2, B3, B4, B5, B6, B8,
B11, B12, B13, C2, C3, D1, E1, E3, E7-0, and F1. Among them, several cameras are of particular
interest because of critical geographical locations and greater chances of taking clear photos of the
animals; they are cameras B6, B13, E1, E3, and A2.
The number of photos for cameras vary. Cameras were deployed at different times; the earliest
dates back to July 2009 (A2), the newest to September 2014 (E7-0). Moreover, given their locations,
2

cameras see "movements" that trigger photo-taking in different frequencies. Looking at major paths
in a broad angle, cameras were not only triggered by animals that passed by, they were also triggered
by humans and sometimes (in summer) hot air, which then produces nothing but stationary objects
in photos. On the other hand, cameras deep in the woods tend to record fewer photos because
they do not see as often the moving objects. Besides quantity, quality of photos is neither stable.
Camera configurations were not fixed during photo taking process. Color, therefore, is decided by the
environment at the time of shooting and may differ in consecutive photos even taken seconds apart.
(see fig. 3) There is also time-of-day effect on the quality of photos: Earth’s rotation creates shadow
that move during the day, which shadows different part of image in different hours.

(a) 6:23am

(b) 6:51am

(c) 3:31pm

Figure 3: Three photos taken by E2 showing impact of flexible camera configuration and time-of-day effect.
The photo (a) and (b) were taken roughly at the same time on April 26 and April 24 2016, respectively. Flexible
configurations resulted in entirely different color representations of the same object at roughly the same time of
day. Notice the yellowish color is not error since (c) is taken on the same day as (a), so the camera is normal for
the day. Shadow and light increased contrast between tree trunk and grass nearby in (c) and makes it difficult to
identify the tree trunk, which is obvious in (b).
One Excel file for each camera records meta-data of the photos. In the spreadsheet, time of recording,
species present in photo, event temperature and light (lux) in photo are recorded.
All cameras share one set of 5-min high resolution weather records. The spreadsheet contains basic
weather info, e.g. time of recording, temperature, humidity, wind, and atmospheric pressure and rain.
(example see table 1) To integrate this spreadsheet with our two methods output, we later summarized
the weather data weekly, summing up precipitation and taking maximum of temperature 3 .
Table 1: Table head and a few examples of 5-min weather data. The attributes used in later analysis
are temperature and rainfall, and of course they are accompanied by the time attribute.
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Methods

We looked at two aspects to quantify the amount of vegetation in an image: greenness and biomass,
by gcc and number of edge pixels, respectively.
3

We do not use other weather information, because the chances that other weather information has an impact
on vegetation are low.
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3.1

Illumination-aware compositing and green chromatic coordinate

The intuitive way to study growth and luxuriance of vegetation is via its color: more green than
yellow the plants are, the better states they are at and the better they are growing.
When camera configurations are not fixed, red-green-blue brightness levels are heavily influenced
by scene illumination, but this problem can be offset by a nonlinear transform of RGB channels to
rgb chromatic coordinates, as proposed by Woebbecke et al. [1995] and Gillespie et al. [1987]. The
transformed chromatic coordinates describe actual three primary colors as perceived.
R̄
R̄ + Ḡ + B̄
Ḡ
g=
R̄ + Ḡ + B̄
B̄
b=
R̄ + Ḡ + B̄
r=

(1)

Other methods also exist, such as excess green in Perez et al. [2000] and Woebbecke et al. [1995].
Excess green was found to be successful in distinguishing between green plants and soil/residue
background by enhancing the signal from green plant material.
2G − (R + B)

(2)

Sonnentag et al. [2012] recently compared the two methods tracking canopy development and
advocate the use of gcc for phenological research. We adopt the basic idea of gcc method in measuring
greenness.
In the same paper, Sonnentag et al. [2012] proposed to use a moving window approach that assigns
the 90th percentile of all daytime values within a three-day window to the center day (per90). This
further reduces the variation caused by varying scene illumination. We adopted a similar idea of
using moving window, but not exactly in the way how Sonnentag et al. [2012] applied it.
Our approach can be broken into two steps: illumination-based compositing and gcc calculating.
3.1.1

Compositing

Compositing adopts the idea of smoothing over a moving window to reduce the influence of variation.
For each of the N photos recorded for a moving window, a 2D illumination matrix is calculated, via
a linear transform of RGB. The illumination-calculation is defined in ITU-T [2011] 4 is a transform
from RGB color space to Y Cb Cr color space. In total, there are N illumination matrices calculated.
Further we assume the photos taken are of the same size, and thus the number of pixels are fixed.
Hence, for each pixel, there are N illumination values. In this array, we can sort and find the value
closest to the array’s 80th percentile, and easily, find in which photo this value resides. We lastly
extract from this photo, where the 80th percentile of illumination occurs for the pixel, the RGB tuple
for this pixel. Each pixel now holds a RGB tuple from possibly different sources. Reconstructing
RGB matrices from these tuples, and generates a composite image. Refer to fig. 4 for graphical
explanation of one week for the green pixel. A detailed compositing algorithm for a week’s photo is
in algorithm.1.5
Applying this to our photo stream, we produce one composite image per week6 . In fig. 5 and 7 ,
we see that with enough input images in one moving window, the composite image presents a
4

We presented the transformation in line 16 of algorithm.
In finding the depth where the desired illumination level occurred (line 23 in algorithm1), we can use double
for-loop to loop over all possible 2D positions and for each position, sort and find. This method, however, is
computation heavy, as an image is usually 1K×2K pixels in the first two dimensions. What we implemented
here is making use of numpy package of Python, and its automatic parallel computation.
6
We defined our moving window as one week. It could also be one hour, one month. Considerations should
be put into the number photos contained in the moving window and relative full use of data.
7
For a slide show about how amazing this method is, please go to our final presentation to look at an example
on camera F1.
5
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Figure 4: Compositing example for a week with 50 photos. For the upper left green pixel, 50 illumination
values are calculated for the 50 images in the moving window (usually a week), and its 80th percentile
illumination occurs in the 36th image. Therefore the RGB tuple for compositing of the green pixel is the RGB
tuple of green pixel from the 36th photo. The compositing RGB tuple for each pixel does not necessarily occur
in the same image; the selection was done independently.

close-to-background truth image of what the camera on average is seeing that week. On the other
hand, the method becomes highly stochastic/ unreliable when there are not enough inputs in a moving
window. In extreme cases, there might be few or none images at all for a week.
These problems can be readily addressed by improving the schema of taking these camera-trap photos.
Currently, the cameras are triggered by motion, or equivalently, from the change of heat detected.
This is perfect in serving the original project goal: detect and take photos of animals passing by, but
the number photos generated by this method is not stable. Although our compositing method has
solved (to a great extent) most of the nasty problems present in the photos, we cannot solve the lack
of input data. What may help is to take some photos at fixed times if there are not enough triggers
detected. At least following this way, a basic number of input photos is guaranteed.

Figure 5: Six typical photos taken by camera F1 in its first week (the 201th week since 2018-12-01) showing
the complexity of the question our compositing algorithm1 is tackling. Problematic cases include night-time
photos, intruded objects and abnormal color representations.
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Algorithm 1: Compositing for Camera X in week w
input
: a list of photo file names l(w) of camera X in week w
output
: a composite image, channels being rOutput, gOutput and bOutput
parameter : a universally reasonable percentile of illumination: 80
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

22
23
24
25

26
27
28
29

/* first pass: return the most popular size, get size∗
*/
for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , len(l(w)) do
photo = readFromFile(l(w)(i)) ;
// photo is already a 3-layer matrix
size = getSize(photo) ;
// size is the 3D tuple for photo
addCount(size)
end
Decide which size tuple has the most occurrences: size∗ ;
/* second pass: composite of the most popular size
*/
initialize empty matrix Y;
for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , len(l(w)) do
photo = readFromFile(l(w)(i));
if getSize(photo) 6= size∗ then
// size of photo does not match majority
resize(photo, size∗ )
end
r = extract(photo, R);
g = extract(photo, G);
b = extract(photo, B);
128.553
y = 16 + 65.481
× g + 24.966
// illumination
255 × r +
255
255 × b;
stackOnto (Y, y);
stackOnto (R, r);
stackOnto (G, g);
stackOnto (B, b);
end
/* we’ve separated three channels in R,G,B; the 3rd dimension for R,G,B,Y is
the number of photos. For example, they may be of size 1000 × 2000 × 50 */
illuPercent = percent(Y, 80, axis = z);
// illuPercent is of size 1000 × 2000 × 1
for i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , 1000 do
// let’s say the 1st dimension is 1000
zIndices = abs(Y[i,:,:] - illuPercent[i,:,:]).argmin(axis = z);
indices = [getSize(Y[i,:,:])(0), zIndices];
/* for this ith coordinate in 1st dimension, we know for each j in 2nd , at
which depth the value closest to the percentile value occurs. Next
we transfer the value stored in (i,j,z* to the output matrix,
positioned (i,j))
*/
rOutput[i,:] = R[i,:,:][indices];
gOutput[i,:] = G[i,:,:][indices];
bOutput[i,:] = B[i,:,:][indices];
end
/* rOutput, gOutput, bOutput are the composited RGB channels for the
produced image
*/
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Figure 6: The composite image for camera F1 in its first week (the 201th week since 2018-12-01). Compared to
its input images in fig. 5, the composite method has successfully removed night-time images and intruded
objects in day-time photos. However, this method does not always produce desired result, especially when there
are not enough input.

3.1.2

Green Chromatic Coordinate

The calculation of gcc is identical to that in Sonnentag et al. [2012]. After it produces the composite
image for a week, it calculates the gcc value:

gcc =

gOutput
rOutput + gOutput + bOutput

(3)

For each camera, we can construct a gcc curve over the weeks, since their start of recording.
Notice although we’ve implemented a very similar pipeline as authors in Sonnentag et al. [2012] did,
ours is fundamentally different. In their paper, [Sonnentag et al., 2012] was studying forest canopy
and has a steady flow of input images taken at fixed intervals. This benefited their analysis as they
did not have to deal with intruded objects and shadow. Therefore, their choice of per90 is reasonable,
where they calculate a gcc value for each of the photos in the moving window and select a 90th
percentile for the central time point. Our problem setting, on the contrary, deprived us of the privilege.
If we follow a process identical to the paper, we could not confidently convince anybody that human
and animals have been removed. Therefore, our compositing plus gcc method first removes the
shadow and in-constant objects and then calculates a score for the derived "background" truth.
3.2

Edge detection

In addition to the color method, which evaluates plants on how green and thus how well they are, the
shape of the plants and thus the amount of biomass build up the other aspect of our question.
In winter and spring, with adequate amount of rain, the growth of the grass is better. However, during
summers, hot and dry, most of the grass shows a "withered" status, which appears to be yellow, and
the heights vary. So it is reasonable to detect edges to find the pattern of the grass at different times of
year and the full recording period. Edges give us another metric to measure the growth of the plants.
The main idea of the algorithm is following: edges in one photo are usually the boundaries between
different entities (objects, people, etc.), where color will show a sharp change. To capture these
7

Figure 7: Showcase for edge detection result on composite images of camera B3. Plot on the left shows edge
pixel counts against time (x: number of weeks since 12/01/2008, y: edge pixel counts).
Four photos on the right demonstrates how the algorithm detects edge in composite images. In two output
images of purple and yellow, yellow dots represent edge pixels detected and purple representing background. As
we can see, "withered" grassland in summer tends to show more edge pixels, while "flourishing" grassland in
winter time tends to exhibit few edge points.

changes, we calculate the gradient of color 8 on each pixel, and then by setting a threshold, find the
pixels whose local color gradient is above the threshold and thus, who is more likely to have more
local edge points around. The specific algorithm applied is Sobel algorithm. (Sobel [1990])
Following this idea, first we normalize the pictures, produced by the composite method mentioned
above, to gray-scale. Next, we apply a 2D convolution filter to all the pixels inside the picture.

Gx =

+1
+2
+1

0
0
0

!
−1
−2 ∗ A
−1

and Gy =

!
+1 +2 +1
0
0
0 ∗A
−1 −2 −1

(4)

In this method, A represents the matrix of the original picture, Gx and Gy means the detected edge
weights in x-direction and y-direction, and * means 2D convolution operation.
After that, we calculate the resulting gradient weight and direction by
G=

q
G2x + G2y

(5)

Gy
)
Gx

(6)

and
θ = arctan(

With these operation, we obtain to what extent the pixels in the picture can be a part of one edge. A
simple example is in fig. 7.
In fig. 7, the middle two pictures on right hand side are composited images. The upper one is taken in
summer and the lower one taken in winter. Plot on the left shows edge pixel counts change across
time (measured in weeks since an anchor point 2008-12-01, before all cameras started to record). It’s
obvious that during dry summer season, the color and the height of grass are both uneven, where
yellow color indicates that it’s withered. However, in late winter and spring, with plenty of rainfall in
the winter just passed by, all grass is green and even, which gives us fewer edge points. Moreover,
from the plot on the left, we can see that the period of edge density pattern is about one year, which
indicates that our method is reasonable. Later in the Results and Discussion section and fig. 12, we
will compare the results of compositing method and edge detection.
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Represented by numerical values, usually in gray-scale.
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Results & Discussion

In this project, we developed two methods to describe vegetation:
• gcc captures "average" greenness at a reasonable illumination level;
• number of edge pixels tell the biomass of grass;
In fig. 8, we plot gcc (green), cumulative rainfall for that year (blue) and deer count (red) together.
When deer were abundant before mid-2013, the yearly pattern of gcc is stable: peaking in the spring
and reaching lowest points in late autumn. However, when deer count dropped to its lowest levels in
late 2015, we saw a huge increase in the gcc values. Nevertheless, it is not safe to say the low level of
deer activity resulted in this huge peak, because in winter 2015-2016, we also witnessed a strong
precipitation period demonstrated by the blue curve. Examining similar plots of other cameras, we
found there are similar incidents (see fig. 9).

Figure 8: gcc , deer event count and cumulative rainfall in camera B6. gcc curve was stable in its own cyclic
pattern during the first rise and fall of the deer activity. A surge was observed when deer event count was at its
lowest level and rain was strong in winter 2015.
Beyond looking at gcc , we further calculate the growth of gcc 9 and plot it in the same setting with
rain and deer event counts. In fig. 10, we see that the peaks of green gcc growth curve correspond to
the rainfall in the previous winter. Also, from this plot, we do not observe strong correlation between
gcc growth with deer event count, neither with its decline. These two pieces of conclusion are also
confirmed in fig. 11, where we plotted similar graphs for camera B13 and E3.
When we applied linear regression to the system, we included gcc and gcc growth as output variables,
and deer event count and weekly rainfall as input variables. The results for regression are not good in
the measure of R2 value. For example, in the regression involving an interaction between two input
variables:
gcc growth ∼ weekly rainfall ∗ deer event count
we only obtained a R2 of 0.05, which equals a correlation ρ ≈ 0.23. This is not a convincing score,
but we do believe this low score traces back to the 0 weekly rain for most of the weeks throughout
the year. Some better arrangement of data will give us a better result.
9

We calculate a difference with lags to approximate the growth of gcc in a designated number of weeks. Plot
here (fig. 10) presents the growth in 10 weeks. After calculating the difference of gcc between different time
stamps, we shift the curve back by the lag, in order to see if how that growth from week x to x + i correspond to
events happened at week x.
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(a) gcc , deer event count and cumulative rainfall in camera B13.

(b) gcc , deer event count and cumulative rainfall in camera E3.

Figure 9: gcc plot for another two cameras, B13 and E3. A similar pattern to B6 was observed: gcc curves
quite stable in their yearly pattern before the downturn, and seeing a huge surge when the deer activity reaches
its lowest points and rain precipitates strongly in winter 2015. Notice the first rise and fall of deer count did not
"suppress" gcc much because the gcc did not rebound after, only just a little with the help of the strong rainfall.

Therefore, through the analysis of vegetation changes, we conclude that weather is the driving force
of change in vegetation gcc , while deer activity is a weak predictor of GCC growth, and may serve as
some interaction term in regression. It seems high deer counts does not affect the gcc yearly pattern,
while low deer counts add to the effect of strong rain.10
In fig. 12, we present the alignment of two methods. The red curve is the inverse of edge pixel count,
the dotted olive green curve is gcc values. The two curves aligned well with each other as the peaks
are positioned close. Our two methods confirm each other here.
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We may want to confirm this idea in the future when there are more years of data.
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Figure 10: Plot gcc growth, with rainfall and deer count. The close positioning of peaks of gcc growth curve
and those of weekly rainfall curve demonstrates that the greenness growth is largely driven by rain, while lack of
deer may encourage great growths.
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Future Work

There are still limitations in the steps of our analysis. The illumination-aware compositing method
requires large number of input photos in a moving window, otherwise the composite produce is
highly dependent on the contents in the input image. Imagine an extreme case where there is one
input image of a week and it contains a deer or a human, then this "intruded" object persists in the
composite image, blocking a lot of vegetation. Since the calculation of gcc takes the average of RGB
channels only, it neglects specific plants and details that directly relate to deer. The current edge
detection method only works in simple photo setting (e.g. grassland), not for complex photos (e.g.
shadow, woods) and the choice of convolution filter is arbitrary. In fact, to run the edge detection
method, the user/ program needs to designate a "grassland" area for analysis. The input does not
perfectly align with that to the compositing method. Therefore, at current level, the two methods are
in low integration level: they do not build on each other much. Plus, regression on gcc growth against
rain and deer event does not produce a persuasive score, and we need to find some reasonable data
wrangling to better convey our idea. The last lies in deer counting. We assumed deer captured in
30-minute window is the same individual and based on this, was able to count the events presented
throughout the report. Actually, we have seen herd of deer walking and thus triggering the camera
together. So we also need to check under what circumstances the assumption is wrong and find a
good estimation for deer event then.
Based on the limitation analysis, we look forward to expanding our methods at:
• Check the deer counting assumption.
If by any means we cannot distinguish deer individuals, we will sample and visually check
in what proportion, the 30-min same individual assumption is correct; for those cases where
the assumption is violated, we plan to record some attributes (time, number of deer, size
of individuals, camera ID, etc.) and possibly, can form a classification problem and write
program that classifies a new situation if it is the same deer or not.
• Guarantee an input photo stream to the compositing method:
As we’ve discussed before, the quality of composite output highly relies on the length of
stream. (the number of photos in the moving window) Current photo-shooting schema
cannot ensure a constant stream being taken, however. Therefore, beyond motion triggered
11

(a) gcc growth in camera B13.

(b) gcc growth in camera E3.

Figure 11: Plot of gcc growth with deer event count and weekly rainfall. A similar pattern to fig. 10 is observed:
growth of gcc correspond well to weekly rainfall of the same week, while deer event does not seem to have a
strong impact on the vegetation growth.

photos, at the price of network costs and data storage costs, we think it is good to start
recording photos at a fixed time interval. At first stage, we can start by a few representative
cameras and one-hour interval, plus motion-triggered ones. Photos taken at fixed time
interval will then serve purely for the vegetation monitoring.
• Focus on details in photos:
The compositing only uses the average over three channels, neglecting a lot of details, some
specific realizations of plants that deer eat. So it may be natural for us to look at these
plants. After all, deer do not eat grass, but some plants with leaves. So similar to self-driving
problem, we want to tell if there a target object in the photo and where it is by a bounding
box. When we locate the plant (if possible), we can to greater detail examine the amount of
12

(a) gcc and inverse of edge pixel count in camera B6.

(b) gcc and inverse of edge pixel count in camera B13.

Figure 12: Plotting gcc and inverse of edge pixel count in cameras B6 and B13. The peaks of the two curves
are positioned closely, confirming our idea that edge pixel count and gc c are the reverse of each other: the lower
the one, the higher the other. In spring, after the rainfall of last winter, gcc goes its peaks and edge pixel counts
go to the lowest.

biomass present. This task requires a lot of labeling. Volunteers need not only to label a
binary of existence, but also to select a bounding box by hand.
• Explore on edge detection:
The choice of convolution filter is arbitrary as there are so many of them in literature. A
reasonable way is to try out filters other researchers have applied and test them on our data
set. Currently, we’ve only applied edge detection to work on grassland. On other objects in
the photo, edge detection does not produce a result that is easy to interpret. On trees, edge
detection finds the edges where one side is tree leaves or trunks and the other edge is sky,
usually. Then it is hard for us to quantify how much vegetation is included for the tree, by
13

the edge pixels. Moreover, edge detection or convolution operation itself is a component
of deep learning CNNs11 , where the CNN identifies objects in the photo. Therefore, we
can apply the process described in the previous bulletin point and apply CNN to detect the
labeled plants.
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